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On the DNA of the Gotlanders 
 

A first attempt to summarise the information gathered from the Gotland project on 
Family Tree DNA on the past and present DNA-profiles of the Gotlanders 
 
þissi þieluar hafþi ann sun sum hit hafþi. En hafþa cuna hit huita stierna þaun tu bygþu fyrsti agutlandi 
fyrstu nat sum þaun saman suafu þa droymdi hennj draumbr. So sum þrir ormar warin slungnir saman 
j barmj hennar Oc þytti hennj sum þair scriþin yr barmi hennar. þinna draum segþi han firi hasþa 
bonda sinum hann riaþ dravm þinna so. Alt ir baugum bundit bo land al þitta warþa oc faum þria syni 
aiga. þaim gaf hann namn allum o fydum. guti al gutland aigha graipr al annar haita Oc gunfiaun þriþi. 
þair sciptu siþan gutlandi i þria þriþiunga. So at graipr þann elzti laut norþasta þriþiung oc guti miþal 
þriþiung En gunfiaun þann yngsti laut sunnarstai. 

 
The above is an excerpt from the Tales of the Gutes, the saga on the discovery and early history of 
Gotland. While the Gotlandic saga does not make any claims on the actual creation of man and 
woman, it states that the island was discovered by Thjelvar. Thjelvar’s son Havde and daughter in law 
Hvitastjerna made Gotland their home and had three sons, Gute, Graip and Gunnfjaun. While the 
saga very precisely informs its readers of the first persons taking up a permanent residence on the 
island and having offspring born there, it does not provide any direct evidence of where they came 
from. The three sons married women that probably came from somewhere else, or were the children 
of people that had moved to Gotland at a later stage since Havde and Hvitastijerna were presumably 
rather alone, at least at first. After a while, probably centuries as it takes time to rear children that can 
themselves have offspring, Gotland was said to be so overpopulated, that there was a forced exodus 
of about one third of the population.  
  
So far the tale, but what do we actually know about the migration to Gotland, and where the first 
inhabitants came from? All our ancestors migrated there at some point in time. Human life did not 
begin there; it arrived there through the daughters of mitochondrial Eve and sons of Y-chromosomal 
Adam. The question, that we have asked ourselves in the project, is when they arrived in Gotland and 
where they came from, and how has that contributed to the DNA-tapestry of today’s Gotland. Whoever 
the real life Havde and Hvitastjerna were, and where they came from, the ancient Gotlanders were not 
likely a very homogeneous group of people but groups of different origins that, over time, formed the 
population. Gotland is both rich with history and archaeology that allow us to peak into its varied 
history.  
 
About 10.000 years ago, the ice age slowly released Scandinavia and Gotland from its longstanding 
grip. The earliest finds of human life on Gotland dates from over 9.000 years agoii, not too long after 
the withdrawal of the ice. This was in the Mesolithic age, in a hunter-gatherer society, before farming 
and cattle raising came into the picture. As bones have been preserved in the Gotlandic soil, remains 
have been tested for DNA to be able to tell the story of the people that came before us.  
 
DNA can tell us a lot about the early history as the haplogroups can tell the story of the individual’s 
ancestry and where they came from. According to the International Society of Genetic Genealogy 
(ISOGG), the definition of a haplogroup is “a genetic population group of people who share a common 
ancestor on the patriline or the matriline.”iii. The paternal line gives us y-DNA through the Y-
chromosome and the maternal line provides the mt-DNA. Through the haplogroups, we can trace our 
ancestry back in time to the beginning of humanity. Over time, the various haplogroups emerged from 
the children and grandchildren of mitochondrial Eve and Y-chromosomal Adam. Within the 
haplogroups, mutations occur when a new person is created as genes are not always perfectly copied 
from parent to child. These mutations separate or divide the main haplogroup into haplotypes (or 
clades and subclades). As our knowledge grows further, it can tell us with an even greater precision 
where our ancestors on the direct paternal and maternal line has lived and when they came to a 
certain place. 
 
Below we have gathered the information available on historic DNA from Gotlandic findsiv with the 
information available to us on the assessed age of the finds, and what haplogroup the individuals 
belonged to. 
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Some comments to the table;  
 

o In an excavation in 1888-1893, the remains of ten individuals were found in the cave of Stora 
Förvar on Stora Karlsö, off the western Gotlandic coastv. A DNA-sequencing was conducted 
on the remainsvi. The result of the test was that three individuals were of U4 or U5 in the 
maternal DNA. The material was not sufficient to determine the y-DNA for the male individual 
tested.  

o In 1953, the skeletal remains of a man was found in an old burial ground at the farm Stora 
Bjers in Stenkyrkavii. Assessed to be some 1.000 years younger than the individuals at Stora 
Karlsö, he too was U4 on the maternal side. His y-DNA was sequenced as I2 (L68).  

o In the 1980’s and later on, excavations in Ajvide in Eksta parish (Stora Karlsö is situated off 
the coast), individuals dating some 5.000 years BC were located. While they also had mt-
haplogroup U4 and U5, other mitochondrial haplogroups including H or R, HV and V appears. 
The y-DNA haplogroups were I2 (now I-M438) and HIJK.  

o The excavations in Ire (Hangvar parish) and Fridtorp (Västerhejde parish) as well as Visby 
(assessed as pitted ware cultures), dating from around 3.000 years BC mostly implied mt-DNA 
U4 and U5, but there is also one case of K1 and T2 in Ire, and K1 in Visby. The male 
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haplogroups that could be determined belonged to I2, subclade I2a1b1a1 (now 
P41.2/M359.2).  

o In Ansarve in Tofta parishviii, an excavation found individuals that were dated from around 
1.900 years to 3.500 years BC. The number of haplogroups detected expanded to also 
include mitochondrial clades K1 and K2, T2, J,1 H7 and HV0 as well as U5. The male 
haplogroups that could be determined belonged to I2, subclade I2a1b1a1 (now 
P41.2/M359.2). 

 
The finds paint a picture of a Mesolithic society that over time developed and expanded as new waves 
of settlers came. This is no different from what has been noted in Europe for these times overall. It is 
here in understanding the development over time that our knowledge as genealogists come into the 
picture.  We know that populations change and evolve as people move throughout history. They may 
move from the place where they were born, marry people from other places and have children who in 
turn continue this course of the family. War, raids, famine, general turmoil, climate changes and the 
quest for a better life, all contribute to migration patterns. As we know that this pattern continues, it is 
our belief that, to get a better understanding of how the DNA-profile of the Gotlanders arose, and 
when haplotypes and subclades presented themselves at the island, or even perhaps originated there, 
it is not sufficient to only look at ancient DNA but at the DNA from more recent history as well. It is our 
firm belief that “traditional” family research or genealogy can vastly contribute to our knowledge and 
understanding of how Gotland was populated over time. We admit that there is an undeniable and 
definite leap in time if we consider the analysis of historic DNA to our present day genealogical 
research, but we must start somewhere. DNA-analysis is relatively new and, to our knowledge, there 
has been few, if any, attempts to link the DNA-analysis of living Gotlanders today to the historic DNA, 
as well as to use the genealogical research made to track the influx/immigration to Gotland.  
 
When we examine the origins of the Gotlanders based on recent DNA from a historical perspective 
and try to trace and understand the possible migration routes, we cannot only look at present day 
Sweden but must at least look at the geographical vicinity as well. We know that the historical DNA-
finds indicate mixed origins and as such, for this paper, we have defined the geographical vicinity to be 
Sweden and Denmark, Finland, the Baltic States, Germany and Poland. One could argue that this 
limitation is too restrictive as it could omit potential finds of significance. However, we would like to 
point out that if any major find is available that we have noted during the research work, this has been 
included in the paper. 
 
In the section below we have included the known information on the haplogroups derived from the 
research of the project members. For reasons of privacy, they are only identified by the kit number. 
We will start with the mitochondrial side.  
 
 
Mitochondrial DNA 
The mitochondrial DNA (mt-DNA) is inherited from the mother. The mitochondria is actually the 
circular structure in cells that convert food into energyix. These cells also contain a small amount of 
DNA. The structure within the cells that contain the DNA has about 16.000 base pairs that we can use 
to analyse and track our maternal lineage as the DNA changes over time when it is copied from 
mother to child. Both the sons and daughters inherit mt-DNA from the mother, but it is only passed on 
through the daughters.  
 
The mt- DNA contains three areas, HVR1, HVR2 and coding regions. HVR1 and HVR2 means hyper 
variable region 1 and 2. These two regions are fast changing. The coding region contains some genes 
and is believed to mutate at a slower pace than HVR1 and 2x. 
 
The current information on the haplogroups and origin of the project members with a Gotlandic 
maternal lineage is displayed in the table on the next side. 
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Mt-DNA U 
As haplogroup U is the oldest one so far located in Gotland, we will let it start our journey. While it was 
one of the most frequent haplogroups in Mesolithic Europe, the influx of new groups of people over 
time pushed it asidexi. Haplogroup U is represented among the members of the Gotland project, both 
through those that have migrated to Gotland in more recent times, but also from those with a known 
Gotlandic origin. While the haplogroup is believed to have arisen in Western Asia, subclades U4 
probably arose in Eastern Europe some 40.000 years ago, and may have expanded into U4a in the 
Baltic regionxii. The origin of U4b is currently attributed to North Eastern Altai in Russiaxiii. If 
researchers believe to have identified the birth places of U4, its sister U5 is a bit more shrouded in 
mystery. Its age varies between 35- 50.000 years, but it probably originated in Europe as it was 
present there before the last glacial maximumxiv. U5b1 probably originated in south/central Europexv. 
U3 is also present, which has a Near Eastern and Caucasian origin, as well as U1xvi,  but both are very 
rare in the present day geographical vicinityxvii. 
 
In the project, we have three samples from individuals with a direct Gotlandic maternal lineage and 
two that has migrated to Gotland from Sweden.  
 
Haplogroup U3, or subclades, has not been found (so far) in historic DNA. It is, as stated above, a 
very rare haplogroup in the geographical vicinity but it has Gotlandic representation. While the 
ancestor indicated in the table above, Margareta Henriksdotter, born 1684 in Källunge, has been 
determined to belong to U3a1a. There is a match through Family tree DNA with Butvi 
Olofsdotter,1703-1764 from Vamlingbo that belongs to U3 (no mt-DNA Full Sequence test performed). 
This indicates an older U3-lineage in Gotland, although more evidence is needed. The match to 
Margareta Henriksdotter through Family Tree indicates a presence of the haplogroup in the 
geographical vicinity in northern and southern Sweden, Norway, Finland but also in the Baltic states 
and Poland. This resonates with what we know about U3 and how it is believed to have spread. 
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Haplogroup U4 has been found in historic DNA in Gotland, both in Stora Förvar, Stora Bjers, Ajvide 
and Fridtorp. There is one individual in the project with a maternal lineage through U4a with a 
documented ancestry back to 1726. The defining mutation for haplogroup U4a is C8818T and for 
U4a1 it is T152C!, A12937G, C16134Txviii. The following mutations have been noted for the Gotlandic 
historical finds with a U4 haplogroup, where information on HVR1/HVR2-results is availablexix. While 
further analysis would be required, it is not likely, or cannot be determined, that the individuals in U4 
belong to U4a. 
 

 
 
Haplogroup U5 is readily represented in the historic DNA. In the project, U5a is represented through 
migration from Sweden and U5b is represented through Gotlandic maternal ancestry. The lineage 
from Gertrud Larsdotter from Fole has been determined as U5b1-T16189C! -T16192C!. The defining 
mutations for U5b are C150T, A7768G, and T14182C and for U5b1 it is A5656Gxx. The following 
mutations have been noted for the Gotlandic historical finds with a U5 haplogroup, where information 
on HVR1/HVR2-results is availablexxi.  
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When we review the HVR1/HVR2-mutations, we note that the specific mutations of Gertrud Larsdotter 
of T16189C! -T16192C! do not fully match the historical DNA, however 16189C is present in individual 
Visby 30B. An individual dating from some 6.000 years BC from Janisławice in Poland has been 
determined to belong to haplogroup U5b1 with defining mutations 16189C and 16270Txxii. The 
ancestry of Gertrud Larsdotter may thus be very old in Gotland and the geographical vicinity. Her 
closest match (zero genetic distance) is a Finnish woman born in 1692. While the zero-genetic 
distance implies that there is no difference in HVR1, HVR2 or coding regions, it cannot be stated 
exactly when or where their common maternal ancestor livedxxiii. Since U5b1 is likely to have 
originated in central/south Europe it may be that they continued up through Central and Eastern 
Europe and the Baltic States, but where Gertrud Larsdotter’s ancestor chose the route to Gotland, and 
the Finnish woman’s ancestor continued towards Finland is not known. 
 
 
Mt-DNA HV 
Haplogroup HV is an old haplogroup that arose some 24 thousand years ago in west Asia, near 
Caucasus. It is not a very common haplogroup today in our geographical vicinity with less than 1% in 
Sweden, Finland and Denmark, and some 1-3% in Poland and the Baltic statesxxiv. In the historic DNA 
we have two individuals with haplogroup HV. One is Ajvide 29B with HV0 and Ansarve 17 with HV0a. 
Both individuals are associated with the pitted ware-culture (Bronze Age).  
 
In the project, there are one individual with a HV-haplogroup with a Gotlandic maternal lineage. For 
the individual sequenced as HV, a mt-DNA Plus has been used for that test and not a full sequence, 
thus we do not know the exact haplogroup. A comparison through the HV-project indicates that the 
individual may be placed in group HV0e due to the existence of mutation T16311C (to be considered 
as uncertain pending a mt-DNA Full Sequence-test). This group is associated with the corded ware 
culture from the Bronze Agexxv and while it is not yet represented among the samples of historical 
DNA, it is an old haplogroup in the geographical vicinity, although it is uncertain when it arrived in 
Gotland. There are currently no matches through Family Tree that can shed any light on the ancestry 
and lineage. If this is a sign of a very rare haplotype, or a lack of tested individuals, is not possible to 
say. 
 
 
Mt-DNA H 
Haplogroup H arose some 20 thousand years ago in South East Asia, and is a mutation of HV. It is 
one of the most common haplogroups for individuals with a origin from that region. While most 
subclades are represented in our geographical vicinity, the most frequent ones are H1, H2, H3 and 
H5. In the samples of ancient DNA, H is however not very frequent. Ajvide 14 and 19 may be H and 
Ansarve 16 is H7d, but apart from those individuals, it is not present in the material tested. 
 
The Ansarve 16-individual was of H7d. This haplogroup has also been located in the German 
Baalberge-culture, dating from the Neolithic agexxvi. H7 is believed to have migrated into Gotland from 
the south of Europe with the rise of farmingxxvii. It is not possible to say if many individuals of that age 
in Gotland also carried H7d, or if this was a smaller group. No individual in the Gotland project has a 
H7d-haplogroup, however H7a and H7b is present through the lineage of two individuals migrating to 
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Gotland from mainland Sweden. While H7a has more distant matches mostly outside the geographical 
vicinity, H7b has an older Swedish and Nordic representation in the matches list on a closer distance. 
 
The most common subclade to H in the project is various subclades of H1 but also H5 and H17. 
Haplogroup H1 is very common among women of an European decent. It has been discussed if H1 
originated in present day France and/or on the Iberian Peninsula during the last ice age and then 
spread across Europe, developing into further sub-cladesxxviii. In the project, there are two individuals 
with H1a and H1aj respectively that has a Gotlandic maternal lineage. Neither individual has any close 
Gotlandic matches and kit MI19628 with H1aj only has three matches, all on a genetic distance of 3, 
no one Gotlandic but British ancestry, and one that is possibly of Polish decent (no information 
provided).  
 
H5 is a common find in Neolithic cultures in Europexxix. It is believed that it came to Europe with 
farmers from Near East, but the subclade H5a may have originated in Europexxx. H5 is not present in 
the historical DNA however in the project it appears to have an older representation in Gotland through 
Maria Albrektsdotter, born in Rone in 1681. While there are matches through Family Tree, there are no 
apparent close Gotlandic matches.  
 
H17 appears to have originated in Europexxxi. It is a smaller subclade and it is not yet fully investigated. 
One member with a maternal lineage in Gotland belongs to this subclade. The matches on zero 
distance are difficult to investigate due to the lack of family trees; however appear to be more British 
and/or German. 
 
H24 is a haplogroup that are found in the Swedish funnel beaker culture, and in other parts of the 
geographical vicinity including Denmark, Finland, Germany and Poland as well on the the British isles 
and Spainxxxii. One of the members, sequenced as H24a, has a long matriline on Gotland. It has been 
traced back to 1667 when Brita Persdotter was born in Uggårds in Eksta parish. Her closest matches 
all appear to be of a British decent. The funnel beaker culture (Stone Age culture) was present in 
Gotlandxxxiii. It is tantalising to think that Brita’s ancestors may have been in Gotland for a few 
thousand years. While there is no historical find in Gotland with H24, the Gökhem 7-individual from 
Västergötland in mainland Sweden has been sequenced as H24, thus placing it in the geographical 
vicinity. 
 
H56 is believed to have originated after the last ice age and is today more frequent in Northern 
Europexxxiv. Two members with a maternal lineage in Gotland belongs to this subclade. While both 
have a Gotlandic lineage, the two members appear at a genetic distance of three, implying that three 
mutations are not shared. The closer genetic matches appear to have a British and/or German origin. 
It is difficult to determine exactly how this should be interpreted, however it indicates that the shared 
maternal ancestor is distant. It could indicate separate migrations to Gotland of the H56 lineage, 
arriving at different times, while having the same distant maternal ancestor. It could however also 
indicate migration from Gotland to other countries. Further research and samples of H56 with a 
Gotlandic lineage would be needed to be able to fully answer this question. 
 
In Europe, individuals from Mesolithic Europe have been sequenced as H1, H2, H3, H7, H10, H11a, 
H16, H20 and H89xxxv. Still, there are to date few historical finds in Gotland sequenced as H. In 
comparison, individuals with haplogroup H have been found to a greater extent in Sweden, but also in 
other parts of the geographical vicinity. This includes the following finds (please note that none of the 
find is Gotlandic)xxxvi: 
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This contrasts with the lack of haplogroup H-sequenced Gotlandic individuals. In further contrast to 
this, haplogroup H is quite common among the members in the project with a Gotlandic female 
ancestor of more recent history. While we have argued that the number of samples tested does not 
represent a statistical section of the population, based on the information available, a more frequent 
representation of other subclades of H could be a later introduction to the Gotlandic DNA- tapestry 
than in the rest of Europe.  
 
 
Mt-DNA I 
Haplogroup I, while now relatively rare in the geographical vicinity, was more frequent foremost in 
Denmark during the Iron Age (around 1.200 BC to 550 AD) and the Viking age (793–1066 AD). While 
competition from other groups probably caused it to reduce, it is still found in Europexxxvii. Where this 
leaves Gotland, due to its specific location and well known trade routes, is not clear. No individual 
sequenced as mtDNA I, have been noted in Palaeolithic, Mesolithic or Neolithic Europe, but is was 
first noted in Catalonia some 3.500 to 3.000 years BC, before starting to appear at a more regular 
basis during the early Bronze Agexxxviii. This implies a later migration to Gotland 
 
While haplogroup I is not represented on the maternal side of the historic DNA that has been 
analysed, it is present among the members of the projects. Three individual with a maternal lineage 
have been sequenced as I. Two belong to subclade I1a1b and the third one to I3a. The two individuals 
in subclade I1a1b have a 0-genetic distance according to Family Tree. While this indicates a shared 
maternal ancestor, it is not possible to determine exactly when she may have lived. The other matches 
on a 0-genetic distance are predominantly of a French lineage. Matches on a genetic distance of 1 
appear mostly to be of British origin, but there is also an Icelandic match and on a 2-genetic distance, 
women of a Swedish lineage appear.  
 
There are two individuals that have I3a that has indicated the same ancestor, Christina Persdotter 
born in 1729 in Rone parish. What we noted during the research is that these two individuals, who 
have a shared ancestor, is at a genetic distance of 2 to each other. This indicates that the mtDNA has 
two mutations that has originated in Gotland. A comparison indicates that there are two mutations in 
HVR2, 573.3C and 573.4C that is present in 653385 but not in 449791. As the maternal lineage 
for 653385 is Gotlandic, we can say that these two mutations originated in Gotland. The individuals 
with I3a have few other matches. The other individuals designated as matches by Family Tree, appear 
to be of a British, German or Russian/Eastern European descent with no apparent Gotlandic lineage. 
 
It may be that women of haplogroup I migrated to Gotland and Denmark in a higher frequency than to 
the rest of the geographical vicinity, however this would not be possible to determine without further 
tests of the Gotlandic population. Further tested individuals with a Gotlandic maternal lineage would be 
needed to determine when the mutations originated and if haplogroup I is more common in Gotland. 
 
 
Mt-DNA J 
Haplogroup J arose some 45.000 years ago, probably in the Middle Eastxxxix. It is quite evenly spread 
in the geographical vicinity at some 5-10% assessed coverage. While it has been assumed it spread 
from Southern Europe after the ice started to withdraw, scientists are also discussing if J took refuge in 
the Near East during the last glacial maximum and spread to Europe from therexl. The subclade J1c is 
fairly common today among the individuals with an origin in Europe and the geographical vicinity. 
Exactly from where it came is debated but it is present in finds of historic DNA in Gotland and the 
geographical vicinityxli. 
 
Based on the samples available from historical DNA, women of a J-lineage lived in historic Gotland. 
Two are classified as J after a mtDNA Plus. An attempt to analyse the subclades was not possible. Of 
the finds noted, two individuals have been sequenced as belonging to J1c2c2 and J1c5. In the project, 
haplotype J1c2c2 is present through migration from Sweden. The Gotlandic maternal lineage present 
in J1c5, traced to Margareta Nilsdotter, dead in 1630 in Visby, has close matches predominantly in 
Norway, southern Sweden and Eastern Europe. There is however no match as early dated as 
Margareta Nilsdotter. The defining mutation for J1c5 is T12453C and A15113G for J1c5axlii, however 
we have not found information on the Ansarve 8 individual to be able to investigate if it can be placed 
in a further subclade to J1c5.  
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Mt-DNA T 
Haplogroup T originated some 29.000 years ago, most likely in the east Mediterranean area/Near 
East. It has two main subclades, T1 and T2, which were formed in the end of the ice agexliii. Haplotype 
T, both T1 and T2, occurs in some 10% of the women with a maternal lineage in the geographical 
vicinityxliv. In historical finds, the haplotype has been noted in the Yamna culturexlv. Human remains 
from the late Mesolithic area have been sequenced as T (assumed T1a and sequenced T2b), implying 
it could be an old haplogroup in the geographical vicinityxlvi. T is also present in the finds of historical 
DNA from Gotland through the subclade T2b8 through the Ansarve 3 individual.  
 
In the project, two members with a maternal Gotlandic lineage belong to T1a1e through the same 
ancestor, Brita Larsdotter born in 1767 in Sigleifs in Rute parish. Both members have an 0 genetic 
distance, indicating that no mutation has occurred. There are few other matches. These are of a 
predominantly southern Swedish decent. The third individual with a maternal lineage in Gotland 
belong to T2. Bodilla Nilsdotter, dead in 1841 in Klinte is the earliest identified maternal ancestor for 
this line. There are no matches for Bodilla Nilsdotter’s maternal lineage through Family Tree. 
 
Two members have been sequenced as T2b, of which one line has migrated to Gotland from the 
province of Dalarna and one has a maternal lineage to Gotland from Catharina Persdotter, born in 
1735. It is interesting to see that the T2b-lineage that has migrated to Gotland has many matches, 
both Swedish and other ones; however the lineage of Catharina Persdotter has only 10 matches. The 
closest match (0 genetic distances) is to Catarina Jacobsdotter and her daughter Helena Larsdotter, 
born in 1760 in Ala, Rute parish. This indicates that the T2b-lineage has an old Gotlandic branch. The 
1 genetic distance matches are predominantly from Finland and the 3 distance genetic matches from 
Germany, Sweden and Norway. There is however no match to the other T2b from Dalarna. While they 
had a common ancestor in their maternal lineages, it is not recent. 
 
 
Mt-DNA V 
Haplogroup V probably originated in the west Mediterranean region, possibly the Iberian peninsula, 
around 14 thousand years ago. It spread from there across Europe and today it exists in pockets. One 
of these pockets is Scandinavia where it is especially linked to the Saamis. Apart from there, it is also 
present in Basque, as well as in Western and North Africaxlvii. In historical finds in the geographical 
vicinity, the haplotype has been noted in Neolithic finds in Germany dating some 5000 years BC. The 
finds were determined to belong to the Linear Pottery-culturexlviii. In the historical Gotlandic finds 
haplogroup V was noted in the Ajvide 36 individual.  
 
In the project, there are 4 individuals who has haplogroup V, of which two has a Gotlandic maternal 
lineage. The first one with the earliest maternal ancestor being Maria Lundberg, dead in Othem in 
1778, does not have any 0 genetic distance matches on Family Tree. The 1 genetic distance matches 
are predominantly of a Norwegian decent and then of an apparent decent from the British Isles. The 
other lineage through Anna Olofsdotter from Eke, predominantly has matches with an apparent 
eastern European lineage, while there are fewer matches of a Swedish lineage. The members with a 
Gotlandic descent do not appear in each other’s match lists through Family Tree. This indicates that 
the common ancestor lived a long time ago or immigration of haplogroup V in various waves to 
Gotland. 
  
 
Mt-DNA W 
Haplogroup W is a rare haplotype and does not always get the attention it deserves. It originated up to 
37.000 years ago in northern India or north-western Pakistanxlix. While there are no known historical 
finds from Gotland that has been sequenced as W, we would expect it to be located in Gotland as it is 
associated with early European history. 
 
In the project, we have one individual sequenced as W5. This line can be traced to Anna Christina 
Enquist, 1773-1880, living in Stockholm. There is to date no documented lineage of her ancestry, a 
brick wall for her great great great great grandson. While it has not yet been established that the 
origins of Anna Christina can be traced to Gotland, the extensive research made to solve the mystery 
of her unknown ancestry, has led to a presumed maternal lineage with women with a Gotlandic origin 
and a possible Gotlandic mutation in the clade HVR1. Through the research, her 4 times grandson has 
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located lineage where women of a Gotlandic origin appear to be relatives of women in Prussia and 
Estonia. Through a comparison of the mt-DNA, she appears to have Gotlandic lineages back to three 
Gotlandic female lineages that are traced back to the beginning of the 18th century. We want to 
underline that this is a theory in the search of an unknown branch of the family tree, but it is 
nevertheless a very interesting story that we will continue to follow from the project. However, at least 
three women with a documented W5 mtDNA-haplotype could indicate that W5 is more common in 
Gotland. This could however only be determined through further testing. 
 
 
Mt-DNA K 
In the project, there are no participants with haplotype K. In the historic samples we have two 
individuals, Ansarve 9 and Visby 7B with K2b1a and K1a1 respectively. Haplogroup K has been noted 
in early European farmers dated some 5.300-5.000 BC, and used to be more frequent than the current 
extent of some 10% of women with a European lineagel.  While the haplogroup arose in West Asia 
some 20-38.000 years ago, it is now believed that K2b1 originated in Eastern Europe during the 
Mesolithic age and spread from there. In contrast to that, the subclade K1a originated in the Near East 
and spread with farming practices. The subclade of the Visby 7B individual has been found in north 
western Anatolia in today’s Turkeyli. The absence of the maternal lineage K in the project implies that 
we have not yet had the chance to study the presence of this haplotype in Gotland and see what 
subclades are represented, either through migration or through older Gotlandic lineages. 
 
 
 
Y-DNA 
The Y-chromosome is passed from father to son. Through the testing of sections of the chromosome, 
which contain DNA, geneticists can determine the haplogroup, and thus the origin of the patrilinelii. 
These sections are called “markers” and it is possible to test from 12 up to 500 (or now 700 through 
Family Tree). The markers are also called Short Tandem Repeats (STR). This consists of so called 
nucleotides, which occurs in a row on the DNA-strandliii. Through analysing the STR, geneticists can 
determine if two, or more, men are related. 
 
In the table below we have included the known information on the haplogroups derived from the 
research of the project members. We have chosen to also include the old denominations in the table 
for reasons of clarity. As well as the main haplogroup, we have also included information on 
haplotypes that the members have been sequenced in, when available. 
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Y-DNA I 
Haplogroup I probably arose in Europe some 45.000 years ago, in what is now northern France or 
Germany. It is one of the most frequent male haplogroups in parts of the geographical vicinity with 
some 35-40% in Sweden, Denmark and Finland, most in I-M253 (or I1), but at lower numbers in the 
other parts of the geographical vicinityliv. It is estimated to have originated in northern France/Germany 
some 40-50,000 years ago. Haplogroup I has undergone a great expansion and split into two main 
haplogroups, I1 and I2. Exactly when the split occurred is debated, but probably around 30,000 years 
ago. I2 originated probably in Western Europe although that has not yet been finally determinedlv. I1 (I-
M253) probably originated in northern Germany, close to the salt mines in Halle-Saalelvi. 
 
In the project, we have mostly I1, now known as I-M253 and further subclades. In the historical DNA, 
we do not have any representative for I1 but for I2, so let us begin with that one.  
 
Haplogroup I2 (I-M438) was the main male haplogroup in Mesolithic Europe until some 6.000 years 
B.Clvii. There are not many individuals in the historical Gotlandic finds for whom it has been possible to 
determine the haplogroup, but all of them for whom this has been accomplished, have been 
sequenced as I2 (I-M438). If we go back to historic days, I2 was a frequent male haplogroup until I1 (I-
M253) for some reason pushed it to the side. In the historic DNA, some 6 individuals have been 
sequenced as I2 and further subclades. The man in Stora Bjers and Ajvide 58 were sequenced as I2 
subclade I2a1 (I-M438 subclade I-P237.2+ or I-L68). Further analysis undertaken by other geneticists 
indicates that the Ajvide 58-individual could be placed as I-CTS772 (PF3631). This subclade indicates 
ancestry from Eastern Europe, where it is the main male haplogrouplviii. Ajvide 59, that lived perhaps 
not exactly the same time as Ajvide 58, but at least rather near in time, has been sequenced as I-
PF3796 by other geneticists. I-PF3796 is a subclade to haplogroup I (I-M170) and is thus not placed in 
either I2 (I-M438) or I1 (I-M253) 
 
The Ire8-male has been sequenced as I2a1b1a1 (S2703). The I2a1b1a1/S2703 subclade was found 
on the British Isles including Ireland, but also in Sweden, Germany and Poland and arose somewhere 
between Neolithic and the Bronze Agelix. The same haplotype I2a1b1a1/S2703 has been established 
in Ansarve14 and 16, while Ansarve 18 has been sequenced as far as I2a1b (now I-M423). In the 
geographical vicinity, the Motala 12-man and the Loschbour-man has also been sequenced as I2 (I2a 
or L-460) 
 
In the project, there is one tested individual that has been sequenced as I2 (P215). Through a BigY-
test, he has been further sequenced into the subclade I2a through to I - M223 and Y20046 (full 
phylogenetic branch not shown in the image below). The family tree in this case goes back to 1701, 
indicating a longer presence of the lineage in Gotland. I-M223 (what was 12a2), originated some 13-
21.000 years agolx. If we compare the I2-males in historic DNA and kit 438175, we note that while they 
had a common ancestor, he lived more than 20.000 years ago. The Gotlandic finds that has been 
possible to sequence are all in one haplotype I2a1 or goes through to I2a1b and further subcladeslxi.  
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I2 was pushed to the side by I1 probably sometime during the Bronze Agelxii, and is now estimated to 
include less than 1% to some 5% of the males in the geographical vicinitylxiii. It would be interesting to 
see if there is a greater representation of I2 in Gotland or not. Only further testing could determine this. 
 
If we look at I1 (I-M253), it is not represented in the Gotlandic historical finds. The earliest find of I1 in 
historical DNA in the geographical vicinity is from Bronze Age Germany and Hungary. Some 16 
individuals in the project belong to I-M253, and further subclades. Of these, 10 have a Gotlandic 
paternal lineage going back in time. Of these 10 individuals, two have been tested belong to the 
subclade I-P109, of which one has been placed in I-BY35349 through a Big Y-test one to Y-7925 and 
one to S12289. Those are the ones we can look at more closely in a phylogenetic treelxiv as they have 
done further analysis.  
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Through the phylogenetic tree, we note that three of four the kits belong to subclades of I1a1, or 
CTS6364. But despite that, the common ancestor is some 6.000 years away.  
 
The kits 318523 and IN57497 both belong to P109 through the L22 subclade and kit IN57497 has 
been placed in BY35249. L22 is estimated to be around 4.000 years old and includes a large part of 
the male population with a Scandinavian descent. The age indicates it could have originated during 
the Battle-Axe culture (from around 2.900 BC)lxv. While there are indications that the Battle Axe-culture 
was not adopted in Gotlandlxvi, this does not prevent that members of P109 migrated to Gotland. P109 
is today most frequent in southern Scandinavia and descendants of Danish Vikingslxvii. However, 
despite belonging to the same subclade, the two kits have a genetic distance of 2 only at Y12-level. 
This indicates that their common ancestor lived a very long time ago. Kit 318523 appear to have closer 
links to other kits only sequenced as I-M253. The same applies for kit IN57497. It appears that 
Gotlandic P109-members are not necessarily closely linked, which may indicate separate migration to 
Gotland or very long presence of the haplotype, leading to diverse groups being developed.  
 
Kit 611605 is sequenced through I-M227 through to SNP Y7925. While a subclade of I-M253, it does 
not belong to the Scandinavian cluster L22. I-M227 is found at lower rates in Scandinavia but are also 
found in the Baltic countries and Eastern Europe. It has been suggested that this is attributed to the 
Vikings that travelled eastward and other earlier migration from Scandinavialxviii. It would be interesting 
to see if further test of men of a Gotlandic paternal lineage would reveal further persons belonging to 
this haplotype, especially with regards to the tradition that Gotlanders travelled eastwards in those 
times, earlier as well as later. 
 
In the project, most members sequenced as I1 (I-M253) has not done further testing and can as such 
not be placed in a further subclade. When we compare the project members to each other through the 
genetic distance-reports available through Family Tree, using the Y37-marker level, we note that there 
are members that would probably be sequenced in the L22–subclade as well as I-M227, based on the 
calculated genetic difference. When we used the further sequenced members as comparison, as well 
as for members currently in the I-M253 clade, we note that it spans from a 0 genetic distance, 
indicating a common ancestor in the time span of 500-1.000 years, as well as a higher genetic 
distance that places the common paternal ancestor further back in time. For more comparisons and 
research, we hope that more project members do further tests so that we can better trace and 
understand their ancestry. Overall, when the haplotype I-M253 first set foot on Gotland is not possible 
to say, may it be Bronze Age or later in history. However, there have most likely been many waves of 
immigration to Gotland of bearer of that particular haplogroup. 
 
When we investigate the genetic distance between these men to determine if there is a common 
ancestor in Gotland, and if I-M253 has continued to evolve in Gotland, we noted that, while all men 
belonging to I-M253 has common ancestry, this common ancestor lived further back than perhaps 
expected. Through the analysis performed, the ancestors of the men in I-M253 and subclades, also for 
the individuals with a long history of Gotlandic paternal lineage, seem to indicate a migration to 
Gotland of males that, while belonging to I-M253, was of a separate direct paternal lineage. Many of 
the tested individuals have not tested for further subclades, which could shine more light on this 
matter. 
 
 
Y-DNA G 
The G-haplogroup is thought to have originated in Western Asia some 26.000 years ago. While the 
descendants have spread across the world, it is a rare haplogroup in our geographical vicinity.  G is 
thought to have come with the Middle Eastern farmers some 6.000 years ago, the populations that 
spread farming practices to Europe. Its most famous member is Ötzi the iceman, who was sequenced 
as G-L91 (formerly G2a2b)lxix. In Sweden, the haplogroup is perhaps most known for those 
researching into the Bure-family where Johan Bure’s claims on his heritage were proven to be rather 
accurate by modern DNA-technology. The “Bure-mutation” Z30729 is also a subclade to G2 and Bure 
relatives carry either GY30009 (Burträsk), G-Y40024 (Burman), G-Y93397 (Kusmark) and G-Y16788 
(Falmark)lxx. These are downstream clades of G2a2b (G-L91) etc. This implies that Ötzi and the Bure 
family actually have a common ancestor, albeit thousands of years ago. 
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While rare in the geographical vicinity, there are 5 project members with G as their paternal lineage. 
The one sequenced member that has stated a Gotlandic paternal lineage is only sequenced as G (G-
M201). While only a few matches at a genetic distance of 4, the matches for the G-M201-kit is 
predominantly of a Grecian and Eastern European descent. There are furthermore no matches 
between kit 680955 and the other members sequenced as G, even at a y-DNA 12-marker level. That 
the other members has not stated a heritage renders the analysis more difficult, however if they are of 
a Gotlandic descent this implies that G-haplogroup carriers have migrated at different times to 
Gotland. There are further members sequenced as G-M201 that has not stated a heritage. As there 
are matches between some of the individuals there may be some connections. Further testing would 
however be required to determinate the subclade to understand how and when they came to Gotland 
and if any paternal lineage from the first migration of farmers are still present in the island. 
 
 
Y-DNA N 
Haplogroup N, while fairly common in Sweden at an estimated 7% of the male population, it is more 
frequent in other parts of the geographical vicinity including Finland, the Baltic States and Poland. It 
probably originated some 20-30.000 years ago in Eurasialxxi and came to Gotland from east. In the 
project, we have one member belonging to N (N-M231). The matches at Family Tree, while fairly 
distant at a genetic difference of 6 or 7 at y-DNA 67 markers, indicate mainly Finnish connections. Any 
migration to Gotland of N may have come both from Finland, the Baltic States and/or Poland.  
 
 
Y-DNA R 
Besides I, the other major haplogroup in the geographical vicinity is R. R originated some 27.000 
years ago in central or South Asialxxii. This haplogroup divides into R1a (now R-M420) and R1b (now 
R-M343). In the Gotlandic historical finds, there are no known finds sequenced as R. If we look in the 
geographical vicinity, the RISE 98 from Lilla Beddinge in Sweden was sequenced as R-M405lxxiii, 
implying he was of R1b, a Proto-Germanic branchlxxiv.  
 
According to Karin Bojs and Peter Sjölund in ”The Swedes and their fathers”, the men of R brought not 
only their paternal lineage, but also the Swedish words for wheel, ox and so on, words in use to this 
daylxxv. It is tantalising to think that the men of R also could have affected the Guthnic language. But let 
us return to the DNA. Based on the results of the project members, R is the other major haplogroup in 
Gotland, besides I1. We have both carriers of R1a and R 1b. It was to be expected that these would 
be frequent haplogroups besides I-M253.  

 
If we first look at R1a, or R-M420, six project members are sequenced as R-M420. Of these, five has a 
Gotlandic patriline. The place of the haplogroups in the phylogenetic treelxxvi is as follows: 
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Four has been sequenced at R-M198 (nowadays also labelled as R-M512). This haplotype is 
associates with Mesolithic north-east Europelxxvii. Further analysis of their y-DNA would place them 
into further subclades and could shed light on the migration of their patriline to Gotland.  
 
One member has been sequenced as R-M458 - YP263. R-M458 is considered as mainly a Slavic 
subclade with representation in Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Ukraine and northwest Russia. It is 
separate from the Scandinavian subclade Z284, but belongs to the Z283 subclade. This is more 
considered as a Central and Eastern European subclade. R-M458 is not a common haplotype in 
Scandinavia, but is more frequent in other parts of the geographical vicinity, foremost Polandlxxviii. It is 
a very interesting sequencing. It indicates a migration of R1a to Gotland not through Scandinavia but 
directly from Central and Eastern Europe. The matches on a Y37-level includes mostly individuals with 
an apparent Eastern European descent, but also some Swedish matches. 
 
When comparing the members to each other through the Family Tree genetic distance report at a Y-
37 level, there does not appear to be any close relationship within 0-1 genetic distance (indicating a 
relationship within 500-1.000 years). There is however a genetic distance of 2 and upwards between 
some project members, indicating that there are a common ancestor, albeit perhaps from 2.000 years 
ago and upwards. The genetic matches with other individuals than those in the project vary. Some 
members have few close matches while some have more. The matches are predominantly of a 
Scandinavian (mostly Swedish) but also Eastern European descent. This can indicate that the earlier 
R1a- individuals migrated into Gotland from Germany/Eastern Europe rather than from Scandinavia. 
 
If we look at group R1b, or R-M343, five project members are placed in this haplogroup. Of them, 
three has a Gotlandic paternal lineage. All these three sequenced belong to the R-M269 subcladelxxix.  
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One member has done a Y-Full and has been sequenced in the CTS5533 subclade. This goes 
through R-U106. This is called a Proto-Germanic haplogroup as it was spread from Northwest 
Germany in around 1.700 BC. This is the same branch as the RISE 98-man. The CTS5533 goes 
through subclade S4301. This implies that the lineage can be traced to the Iron Age, some 500 BC to 
1.050 AD years ago. Its further subclade is S3207, associated with Scandinavia and Scotland, to 
where it could have spread with the Vikingslxxx. It is interesting to see the RISE 98-man on the same 
branch as kit no 579206 and when this branch could have come to Gotland, if the ancestors of RISE 
98 and kit no 579206 parted ways before one went to Gotland and the other to Sweden, or if the 
migration took place from Sweden to Gotland. Further research would be needed to answer that 
question. 
 
When comparing the members in R1b to each other through the Family Tree genetic distance report, 
there are no close genetic relationships, the earliest ones starting at a genetic distance of 3 at the 
Y12-marker level. There are also no close genetic relationships with other in Family Tree-database. 
The same applies for the other kits with a Gotlandic patriline. This could indicate a migration to 
Gotland in waves over time of R1b-carriers 
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If we map the historical DNA’s route to Gotland, based on the routes as indicated through current 
research it could look something like thislxxxi 

 
 
If we add to the map the informative we have on the migration routes of the more recent haplogroups 
to add to the picture, it could look something like this 
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Conclusion 
While new discoveries and ideas are likely to emerge as one of the results of the fruitful, but relatively 
new, companionship of archaeology and DNA-analysis, so far, the available evidence from points to 
various waves of immigration over the time in history. The earliest settlers probably arrived in Gotland 
shortly after the ice melted, and the island became habitable. There is no reason why the first settlers 
on Gotland would not match those of Europe and the geographical vicinity, represented by the finds at 
Stora Karlsö. The earliest mt-DNA finds are limited to U4 and U5. The presence of I2 in itself may 
indicate immigration to Gotland both from Western Europe (I2) as well as from the east, as haplogroup 
U originated in Western Asialxxxii. From historical evidence, we know that haplogroup U was more 
common in Europe under the Mesolithic period before other groups of people made their way into the 
area. Groups consisting of individuals already of mixed haplogroup and geographical decent could 
have migrated to Gotland as established groups, or met on Gotland. In finds dated to Mesolithic 
Europe, men of I2 have been found with women of U, such as U4 and U5lxxxiii. Based on the Europan 
finds, we can conclude that the most likely scenario is (smaller) groups of people of I2-male and U4/5 
female lineage that settled on Gotland. Perhaps they still have direct descendants living in Gotland, 
but so far no one has been proven to be a direct relative to these first settlers. After this, waves 
followed of further settlements on Gotland from other groups of people. Some probably came in 
groups, while other may have come individually. There has probably been immigration to Gotland 
direct from Neolithic Germany, from Finland, the Baltics, from present day Poland, Denmark and 
Sweden. Immigration continued and while we do not have any evidence as of now, it is easy to 
imagine the impact left by the ancient trading routes, the Hansa, the Danish and subsequent Swedish 
conquest on the Gotlandic DNA-tapestry. 
 
Even though the material available only consists of some 43 individuals, this seems to match the 
pattern revealed in the table above where the maternal lineage, and thus the mitochondrial DNA, 
expands to other haplogroups as well. There is however not as many male haplogroups represented 
in the historical DNA. It could be interpreted as if the female population was more genetically diverse 
through the representation of more haplogroups, however we need to keep in mind that not all 
remains thought to be males have been possible to determine which y-DNA haplogroup and 
subclades they belong to and, if this would have been possible, it might have given another picture. 
When reading in the literature, we have also noted that the current view of the scientists is that, while 
the old male haplogroups disappeared upon arrival of new groups, the female older groups remained 
to a larger extent. This may also be why there is an apparent larger diversity of female haplogroups in 
the project. But while we do not aspire to be professional geneticists, it is however our opinion that the 
current DNA-material available is not sufficient to draw a conclusion if the groups tested are 
statistically representative for the early Gotlandic population or not, especially not for the male 
population. We hope that further testing of human remains located through archaeological excavations 
will help to answer that question.  
 
There is also a theory that would at least to some extent explain the larger diversity in the female 
haplogroups. Scientists in Germany investigating Bronze Age communities realised that, while they 
found families buried together, the grown daughters were missing. It appears that the daughters that 
reached adulthood travelled far to marry, leaving the childhood home for goodlxxxiv. Perhaps the 
daughters travelled to Gotland as well and, again perhaps, this custom was more widespread in early 
Europe and not limited to today’s Germany, leading to a spread in the female haplogroups while the 
male groups did not relocate in the same systematic manner. Only more research can answer this 
question.   
 
It is known that the Scandinavians, from the Bronze Age and onwards, but foremost during the Viking 
Era, traded with slaves and used them as a workforce. Probably the female slaves had offspring since 
doubtless they were sexually used by their owners. During the Viking Age, Gotland was a wealthy 
farmer society, and thus could afford to keep slaves. These enslaved women were brought in from 
various parts of Europe, and this could also give part of the explanation to why there are more female 
than male haplogroups.   
 
We had assumed that there would be more matches noted between individuals with the same 
haplogroup than we have noted. So far, few closer relationships have been noted. We want to stress 
that no conclusion can be reached, as the available tests are too few to be relied upon. If we want to 
speculate, this could be an indication that the current Gotlanders are not so related to each other as 
can perhaps be assumed based on that Gotland is not a large island and the population, now and in 
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historic times, is limited in numbers. It may be that the Gotlanders are not so related or it may be that 
the lineage with Gotlandic origin is old and that the common ancestors lived many generations back, 
perhaps not even on Gotland but in the geographical vicinity or elsewhere. It can also be that the 
genetic relationships are limited to some families that have not yet been tested. This can only be 
answered through further individuals being tested. We will also consider this in our project to create a 
Gotlandic family tree that will provide an important part of the puzzle as this is something that will 
require further research. This paper is intended to be updated and new insights given when the 
material available allow for this. 
 

----------------------------------------- 
 
This was our first paper from us in the Gotland project. We want to underline that no one of us are 
professional geneticists or scientists. We are genealogists that are exploring DNA-analysis as a mean 
to find out more about our families’ history, to put more flesh on the bones and to hopefully give an 
input to the further Gotlandic family research and historical finds. We will continue to monitor and 
update the information and monitor the developments in the research. It is easy to try to want to 
explore everything at once and try to push further, like when you are searching to find your ancestors 
just one more generation back (and then just one more). We hope that we will be able to update this 
paper going forward as more people submit tests, and also more finds of human remains are tested to 
bridge the gap in time between the historic and more recent that now undeniably exists. We also have 
other ambitions that we hope to realise through DNA-research. But this time we will end here. Thank 
you for spending some time with us and for being a member of the project. We hope to see you soon 
again through the Gotland project. 
 
 

For the Gotland project 
 

Madeleine Endre 
Carl-Johan Gustavsson 

Kerstin Jonmyren 
 

----------------------------------------- 
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